Customer Profile

Unique in the UK, Expect Verdict is both a trusted source of
product reviews and a retail brand that provides UK shoppers
with a comprehensive source of the latest consumer goods
available today.
Over half a million customers both male and female shop
with Expert Verdict choosing to either place an order by
phone or in the post from their catalogue or via the easy to
use, secure website.
Unusual for a mail order file the gender split is nearly equal,
making Expert
to find
ArtigianoVerdict a valuable source of that hard
Bloom
commodity, the male buyer. This group of empty nesters are
aged over 60 and own their own homes. They are financially
aware, holding investments, stocks and shares.
Interests include technology, travel, computers, fine dining,
pets and finances.
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Call us on 01634 226 480 to discuss marketing opportunities
with Expert Verdict.
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www.expertverdict.com
Expert Verdict reaches a wide audience, not only
through monthly catalogue mailings, or regular
email campaigns generating online response, but
also via the press insert programs that circulation an
additional 800,000 catalogues to highly targeted,
discerning readers each year.

The Expert
Verdict
buyer opens
91% of all
direct mail
addressed
to them*

The Expert
Verdict
buyer is
112% more
likely to
buy by post
than the UK
average

The Expert
Verdict
buyer is
91% more
likely to buy
by phone
than the UK
average

The Expert
Verdict
buyer is
25% more
likely to
buy in-store
than the UK
average

Organisations that have found repeated success from
contacting the Expert Verdict customer include:
• Financial institutions offering advice on how to safeguard
and grow investments
• Charity organisations across the full range of appeals
• Magazine publishers seeking new subscribers
• Non-competing mail order companies
• Online organisations looking to drive more traffic to their
websites
• Utility, Telephone and Broadband companies looking to
talk to an affluent mature audience
• Travel companies with offers ranging from weekends
away to two weeks in the sun
*Source: GB TGI 2015 Q3, Kantar Media and Royal Mail Market Reach

More customer insights and contact information overleaf

Key Lifestyle Statements (with index score)*
(where average UK population score is 100)
Expert Verdict index score above the UK average

192

I look for profitable ways to invest my money
If I trust a brand, I buy it without looking at the price
It’s worth paying extra for quality goods

UK average index
score of 100

I consult a professional financial adviser on financial matters

I am prepared to pay more for products that make life easier

192
120
125
123

What our customers read*

Contact Alchemy on 01634 226 480 or email info@alchemydirectmedia.com to
get pricing and discuss marketing opportunities with Expert Verdict
*Source: GB TGI 2015 Q3, Kantar Media and Royal Mail Market Reach

